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EpicNet Delivers Efficient, New Hosting Solution to Epicor Customers

EpicNet launches as a new application host for companies that utilize Epicor ERP systems.

Denver, CO (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- EpicNethosts Epicor applications like Epicor 9, Enterprise and
Epicor Vantage geared toward maintaining and securing clients’ environments. It represents a system of internal
control information assets for real time. The EpicNetsolution greatly exceeds all hardware and environment
requirements set by Epicor and can satisfy the performance needs of any organization. Each of our four data
centers in North America are managed by highly qualified technical resources 24x7x365 and provide a
99.999% uptime guarantee in addition to our included nightly backups and routine 15 minute snapshots of each
client’s database.

For an organization to build the highly advanced, lightning fast, environment we already have with the security
infrastructure in place would cost millions of dollars, instead your company can take part in it for a simple low
cost monthly payment.

EpicNet is an ideal solution for those who require high performance, scalable, reliable, yet affordable hosting
solution. Users have unlimited resources at their disposal, yet they remain in full control and pay only for what
they actually use. EpicNet is an ideal solution for those who need resources for limited span of time and wish to
avoid investing in high specification servers just to meet the demand for resources during peak hours.

On-demand dynamic scaling automatically detects requirement for increasing or decreasing capacity and
quickly adjusts without any fear of downtime. The cost to the company only reflects what the company is
consuming. This eliminates the cost of infrastructure along with time and materials it takes to maintain these
machines and technology.

Automated backups ensure that business continuity is at its highest level of insurance. EpicNet will allow
businesses to automate a significant amount of routine business processes and take care of the major business
objectives; thereby utilizing the time saved towards implementation of core business tasks.

Consider your immediate benefits and cost savings:

•No more expensive hardware to purchase and maintain
•Reduction in IT staff needed to manage hardware and software
•Reduced energy cost
•Reduction in insurance cost
•Peace of mind knowing the best professionals are managing your infrastructure
•Huge performance increase
•Disaster recovery solution included
•Instantly scalable
•Your life simplified and your company able to focus on their business

About EpicNet: Epicnet is not affiliated with the company Epicor Software Inc. We have over a decade’s worth
of experience with Epicor ERP solutions and have developed this offering to be a cost effective solution that
optimizes your performance and will allow companies to realize true ROI on their Epicor ERP software
investment.
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Contact Information
Elysse Altamirano
EpicNet
303.534.0604

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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